
 

Your presence is your agreement. Your participation is your agreement. 

We have few requirements to create an ENERGETIC GUIDELINE for membership and participation             
here. We try not to "impose" such things, yet if not specifically stated, some are unaware of the                  
amount of SACRED RESPECT and SELF ACCOUNTABILITY we REQUIRE for all to co-exist             
together here. WE do not compromise on that which we hold Sacred as Love and Respect. Please                 
note our ENERGETIC REQUIREMENTS, so as to avoid confusion for what is acceptable behavior              
and contribution here: 

● Each are held to the highest level of Consciousness, self-governing/mastery of their own             
energy and what is appropriate as CONTRIBUTION (zero projecting distortions) into the            
group/community/live events/discussions/calls. We guide you inward to find your own answers,           
share our own realizations/higher knowledge (without ego) and uplift/inspire/support each to do            
this for themselves fully too. 

● Consciously leave your E-GO at the door and open your heart fully to join us and receive all as                   
LOVE. ♥ 

● Zero BS is allowed. Zero projecting and Zero Lack of respect, caring or kindness.... Zero               
compromise on this. 

● Zero self-promoting, event promoting, sales promoting or "others" stuff... If at such time we              
deem it appropriate to add a designated space/time for this, we will announce the parameters               
for sharing in this way, to not impose, yet create more opportunity by making more available to                 
all through the group/community here.  

● This is a sacred place/space where each can open up to explore, observe, see and share that                 
which supports the whole in doing the same for themselves, as a commUNITY/group and              
inspiring all to embrace NEW EARTH REALITIES built on new foundations, codes and higher              
knowledge/wisdom that supports all through Unity/Purity Consciousness Love. 

● Disrespect, projecting or "asking others" to give you answers,         
bashing/shaming/guilting/bullying/imposing or "pulling energy" is identified and either brought         
to your attention or if self-accountability cannot be achieved/held/maintained, the permanent           
removal is the action agreed to by each/all here. 

● Complete self-accountability for your own ENERGY at all times. Yes we come together to              
openly share, discuss, support, identify programming to break down, as well as            
shifting/expanding/creating all new realities to replace old ones, as is highest vibrationally            



aligned/appropriate, because it supports all in expanding into/as the UNIFIED QUANTUM           
FIELD AS LOVE. 

● All content is the ownership and complete discretion of Lisa Transcendence Brown. Sacred             
Respect is the determining factor for all. There is no individual ownership, nothing personally              
private, yet as a community/group all is held in privacy/respect and not published or shared               
outside of this community, without specific written expressed permission of each/all involved.            
There is no downloading/copying, unless this is deemed appropriate and stated, whereas we             
ask that each hold sacred respect and not share content in any way that compromises honor                
and integrity to the energy of this community/group. 

● You will return to this community to access all content and join community events, review               
updates, postings and not share this outside in any way, including the private FB              
group/community, as paid enrollees have access through this community and are encouraged            
to bookmark/save applicable URL(s) here so you can return and access each month or              
anytime appropriate for you. ♥ 

● We will update this section as appropriate as we continue/grow/flow, so check back from time               
to time to review/see what's new and please respect all as Love. ♥ 

Immense gratitude and appreciation for your presence, contribution, sharing and participation in all             
that we do together here! 

With the utmost respect and love, 

 

Lisa Transcendence Brown (and any current team members joining us to support/participate as well). 

 

 


